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One of the most interesting features of jazz dance 

today is its eclectic character. 

It has borrowed and incorporated elements from 

many other dance-techniques and forms: 

modern dance, classical ballet, ethnic dance, 

tapdance and popular dance ranging from 

hip-hop, break-dance, street-dance to freedance.



Early Jazz Dance
Early American Negro dance was a forerunner to jazz and ballroom dances. The Negro 
slaves who watched the white dance, mocked their white masters in dance. In dives on 
the river front, Negroes and white danced the double quadrille. Among these early 
dances were the snake hips, and fish tail. The buzzard dance came from Africa and was
performed with wing-like movements and body rocking. The itch dance had the dancer
moving his hands all over his body in rhythm.

In general, early dance was strongly rhythmical and emphasized singing, stamping and clapping. 
Tap dance, was born from the jig and clog. The ring shout is the most clear art survival of African dance. 
In the dance, the group moves counter clockwise, with stiff shoulders, outstretched arms and hands, and
flat-footed shuffle.

Other surviving dance steps are: 
Cross over in the Charleston; Congo hip movement; Strut; Shuffle, flatfooted; Grind; Cakewalk.
Blends of dances occurred by blending European and African elements. Dances seen in 1886 (all from the
West Indies) were: “Bamboula”, “Calinda”, “Chacta”, “Babouille”, “Counjaille”, “Juba”, “Congo” and
“Voodoo”.

The technique and essence of jazz dance is rooted in the expressive African culture. Music and dance of
African origine transformed through times and lifes of many people. Dance does not exist without music:
in African culture they interact constantly.

Webster’s Dictionary defines:
• Jazz as “American music characterized by improvisation, syncopated rhythms and contrapuntal 

ensemble playing”;
• Dance as “an act of gliding, stepping or moving through a set series of movements usually to music”.

During the slavery in the USA, African music and dance was banned by church and law. European slave
masters knew the power of the drum: the local newspaper in African culture. Music and dance of the slaves
survived however during many years of oppression. As the anthropologist (dancer and choreographer)
Pearl Primus recalls: “in 1944 I discovered in the Baptist churches the voice of the drum, not in any 
instrument, but in the throat of the preacher. I found the dynamic sweep of movement through space 
(so characteristic of Africa) in the motions of minister and congregation alike. I was hypnotized by the
pounding rhythm of song. Did the dance which the slaves brought to America and which disappeared
under pressure of their masters, break through disguised in the freedom of their church? I can say with
conviction that the people brought here centuries ago from the Gold Coast and other parts of West Africa
preserved the dance in their religious expression.”
– (Dance Encyclopaedia; Simon & Schuster 1967; p. 387/89) – 

The USA is composed of people of so many different national, cultural and religious backgrounds, that the
ongoing development of jazz dance reflects characteristics of many cultures. As an example we now focus
on the earliest form of this development: the birth of tapdance. European influences on the African dance
expression came through specific steps from European folk dances like reels, clogs and quadrilles. These
movements were combined with the African characteristics of rhythmic complexity and syncopation. Slaves
of West and Central African origin created tapdance in the mid-19th Century. Free slaves performed as
jazz/tap dancers in the contest of ‘black minstrel shows’. These early comedy-shows used black music and
dance as their attraction and the subject to ridiculize. As the popularity of minstrel shows grew, more
people became familiar with the black dance culture.

Since the early 20th Century jazz music and dance emerged in many different forms. There has been a con-
tinuing evolution of jazz-oriented dance in theatre, movies, dance-studios and television. Many chore-
ographers and dancers –black and white- have contributed to this evolution. Talley Beatty, Jack Cole, Alvin
Ailey, Donald McKayle, Katherine Dunham, Pearl Primus, Walter Nicks, Pepsi Bethel, Fred Benjamin, Chuck
Davis and Geoffrey Holder are among others. Alvin Ailey and Talley Beatty were both exciting jazz chore-
ographers. To mention an example: Talley Beatty’s “The Road of the Phoebe Show” premiered in 1959 and
deals with the violence and desolation of life in the black ghetto’s. Among the famous works of Alvin Ailey
are “Revelations”, “Blues Suite” and “Cry”. All choreographers and teachers developed their own particu-
lar styles, based on their personal dance training and background. Alvin Ailey was trained by Lester Horton
and later by Martha Graham, Hanya Holm, Anna Sokolow, Karel Shook and others. Alvin Ailey uses the
word “Ballet” to mean any serious dance work not only one made in the classical style. He build a company
of dancers who can perform the techniques of classical ballet, Graham, Horton, modern, ethnic and jazz
dance! The transformation of jazz dance into dance theatre and the important role of professional techni-
ques and choreography, created “modern jazz dance”.
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In the next issues I will present some lessons in modern jazz dance

Distinct strategies that will contribute to this program are:
1 Basic jazz dance techniques.
2 Special exercise: 

isolation technique.
3 Efficient movement pathways and placement.
4 Body-mind connections.
5 Development of physical strength, coordination and flexibility.
6 Breath control and body localization.
7 Bodily knowledge capabilities.
8 Rhythmic structure; 

timing within the framework of movement.
9 Repetition of movement material.

10 Internal awareness: 
to develop the ability to isolate body parts in jazz dance depends upon understanding the body 
structure and capabilities.

11 Performance of movement in the specific jazz dance techniques (learning dances).
12 Focusing on the dance techniques: 

it includes learning the vocabulary of specific dance forms and the sequential building of skills 
through repetition, combinations, and careful attendance to how the movement is performed.

13 Perform a call and response pattern of movement with two people or two groups. A call and response
pattern of words could be chanted rhythmically, with the words relating to subject matter of our day 
or of Negro life on the plantations.

14 Circle and Line Dance: 
with several people or a group of people, form a circle and choreograph shuffling, chanting, and 
clapping. The circle can move into a snake line and back into a circle several times. 
The dancers may chant an original chant or a previously-composed chant. The music may be African music
or it may be a spiritual work song, or blues composition.

15 The minstrels’ walking and struttin dances were often a satire on Southern gentlemen’s walking. 
Perform a strutting dance with two or three dancers. Use steps that vary as to step pattern, and perform
the steps with lifted knees, head, and chest.

16 Develop an itch dance, in which dancers scratch their own and other’s bodies. The dance may become
humorous, due to the interaction of scratching each other.

17 Early popular dances with animal names, such as the monkey, could be researched and a composition
developed from the results of that research. When performed, each dancer could perform a different 
animal-type dance, yet relate the movement to other dancers, in a type of animal conversation in 
movement.

18 Hand Claps; 
foot stamps; and vocal sounds: The accompaniment can be made by the dancers. The dance could be a spi-
ritual celebration dance, work dance or the blues.

19 Spiritual dance: 
Discover body movements which could express or complement the spiritual music. Derive movements
through improvisation, after listening to the music.

20 Blues: 
Using a blues structure, develop movements within that structure. The following blues structure could 
be used: A. (Tonic), B. (Subdominant), A. (Tonic), C. (Dominant), A. (Tonic).

Discover movements which have a blues-type expression, with flowing, smooth 
movements. The dance could also be performed with blues’ accompaniment.

The experience of what jazz dance is about,

becoming conscious of its many forms and textures:

the modern jazz dance workshop “Jazz, Rhythm, Body and Soul”. 
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Body and Soul

Introducing “modern jazz dance”
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Modern Jazz Dance I
Modern jazz dance today has adopted elements from various social, theatrical and artistic
dance forms and is found as a highly artistic and/or theatrical form, as well as a recreation-
al or social form of dance. It has a great appeal, not only for the dancer, but also for those
who see it performed.

It is contemporary and reflects a “do your own thing” philosophy. The beauty in jazz dance lies in the fact
that it is current and “now” and continuous to grasp the new, as opposed to folkdance for instance, whose
beauty lies in its traditions, reflecting the culture of the past.

Jazz dance is performed, of course, mainly to jazz-music, which itself contains multitudes of styles: cool,
bop, progressive. But jazz is on occasion danced to various kinds of international music and even to semi-
classical music. Just as jazz musicians are experimenting with the relationship between classical and jazz-
music, so too are jazz dancers. Perhaps, today’s combining jazz music with electronic music is the most diffi-
cult for jazz to choreograph.

We do realize that jazz dance today is to a certain degree liberated from the task dancing “to” or “with-
out” jazzmusic. One of the key attributes of jazz is the principle of improvisation. The capacity for the 
individual to individualize his dance and for dance itself to be able to adapt changing aesthetics and social
developments is ensured by improvisation. Improvisation is a technical property of jazz dance and also an
expression of a changing culture. In this sense, modern jazz dance, like all expressions of folk culture, can
never become static. It will continuously reflect the changes of an ever changing world.

The most distinctive part of jazz dance is the emotional quality of feeling. That is to say, the emotional
intensity with which the dance is choreographed and performed. Jazz dance may be referred to as “soul”
dance. Many dancers today are convinced that the feeling, or “soul”, must be infused into the dance, or
the mastery of technique is meaningless. Whatever “soul” may be, it refers to sensitivity, experience, or
being in tune with the rhythms of one’s body. Modern jazz dance offers unlimited possibilities, depending
upon personality and creativity. Some want to entertain, others want to reflect mysterious forces of life or
wish to illustrate pure movement and design.

11



Basic Jazz Dance 
Technique
The technique and style of an individual dancer depends to a large extent on his or her
background. In the field of jazz dance today there are many variations in techniques and
styles. Many dancers draw primarily from the African primitive techniques, some are 
combining modern dance with ethnic dance. Others use the background of tap dancing 
or social dance. Occasionally Spanish, Indian and Latin American dance forms as well.
Many present day dancers have trained in ballet, modern dance and free-dance, the 
influence of their training in this idiom can be seen in their jazz techniques.

Isolation technique
One concept present to all modern jazz dance techniques is the isolation of movement of body parts. 
No jazz dance technique is without this concept. The application may vary, depending upon the person’s
creativity, but the concept remains constant. Dancers in the jazz-idiom feel, that working on isolation 
techniques is the only way for a dancer to become completely aware of his body as an instrument.

Tension and relaxation
Awareness of tension and relaxation is also another important aspect of jazz technique. Without this,
the dancer is unable to work in an isolated manner. The elements of tension and relaxation exist side by
side. For example, the part of the body that the dancer is isolating must be relaxed while the rest of the
body must maintain a certain amount of tension.

Pelvic area
Movements in modern jazz dance are connected with the pelvic area. Many of today’s teachers stress the
importance of this area of the body to their students. In all jazz techniques, there is emphasis on the pelvis,
its placement and action. This emphasis on the pelvic area gives jazz dance its sensual quality.

Basic standing
Parallel position: 
In the parallel position stand with the feet parallel, the arms hanging in a long curve at the sides, the 
middle finger in line with the side of the body. The arms and legs and spine should be elongated but 
not stiff. There must be no tension in the shoulders, neck, pelvic joints, knees or wrists.

Levels
Within the jazz dance we use the different levels 
such as: standing-level, kneeling-level, sitting-level, lying-level, squatting-level, crouching-level.

Basic axial movements
Basic axial movements can be done with or without locomotion. The three principal categories are: 
flexion, extension and rotation. These movements are done in relation to joint areas in the torso and in the
extremities. These movements are vital in modern jazz dance. All dancers should become familiar with their
own instruments. They should know how each part moves separately in isolation, and in relation to all
other parts. Each dancer should explore the movement of separate parts and discover the difference in 
feeling when bending (flexion), stretching (extension) and turning on one’s own exis (rotation). 
This includes all areas: fingers, toes, wrists, ankles, elbows, knees, shoulders, hips, torso or spine and neck.
Localize movement in various areas of the spine (neck, chest, midsection, and hip areas).

For example: cat exercise
This is a useful warming-up exercise at the beginning of a class. With this exercise, the student can flex,
extend and rotate in all joint areas with an awareness of sequential movement from one part of the body
to the other.

12



Spine stretches with fall/recovery principle: vertical
An exercise designed to establish a sense of movement-flow rising and falling perpendicularly 
through the body.

Position Feet parallel, about 2 inches apart.
Body facing front, arms relaxed at sides, knees straight.
Focus forward.

Phrase I 
Count 1-4 With gradual exhalation of, the body drops over with a sinking motion towards the

floor, letting the movement increase in speed until the knees are well bent and the
fingers touch the floor. The body is now rounded and completely down.

Phrase II 
Count 1-4 Straighten your knees and then bend again.

Breathing is natural.

Phrase III
Count 1-4 With gradual intake of breath, begin the recovery successionaly by tilling the knees

downward which lift the hips forward, back is still rounded (count 1-2). As the suc-
cessional motion rises through the torso, the movement comes to an end with the
back arching slightly. The head tills back, eyes looking up (count 3-4).

Phrase IV
Count 1-4 Four soft bounches in the knees while in the arched position.

Repeat 4 times

Note: The upward movement through the hips is well articulated. The hips swing under, done with the
thigh muscles, and remain forward in alignment, in connection with the shoulder line as the torso
motion continues.

Beginning stretches
Position Stand in a wide second position, that is with the feet far apart and slightly turned

out, the arms in long jazz arms position (to the sides) and the palms toward the floor.

Phrase I 
Count 1-8 Stretch directly to the right side through the upper body and the right arm, and at

the same time release the left hip to the left.

Phrase II 
Count 1-8 Stretch directly to the left side through the upper body and the left arm, and at the

same time release the right hip to the right.

Phrase III 
Count 1-8 Lift the chest diagonal upward and forward, lift the head slightly diagonal toward

the ceiling, and then lengthen the upper body upward and forward through the
chest and move to flat back, parallel to the floor and the face is toward the floor.
Keep arms in second position.

Count 1-8 And repeat Phrase III again.

Repeat Repeat these stretches in each direction for six counts, four counts, two counts and
then one count.

Exercise: Source Consulted Modern Jazz Dance
Dolores Kirton Cayou
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Student European School of Jazz Dance, Amsterdam
Frank Willems van Dijk

The body drops over with a sinking motion towards the floorFeet parallel. Body facing front

Spine stretches with fall-recovery principle: vertical
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Flat back, parallel to the floor. Arms in second position

Stand in a wide second position with long jazz-arms

Beginning stretches



Body Roll
The body roll develops fluidity, control and the ability to articulate the back and parts of the back. 
The movement is done by muscular control of the back and the head, but not by collapsing them.

Position Stand in second position, that is, with the feet parallel and twelve to twenty-four
inches apart. Place the hands on the sides of the buttocks, elbows bent.

Count 1 Begin to lift the chest upward and forward and at the same time let the chin begin
to lift upward and forward.

Count 2 Continue the lift and forward movement of the chest and keep the chin horizontal.

Count 3 Move the chest forward and downward so that the back becomes parallel to the
floor, with the head following slightly above the back.

Count 4 Continue the movement so that the back is diagonal to the floor, with the head 
following the line of the spine.

Count 5 Begin to lift the lowest section of the back to centre.

Count 6 Lift a higher section of the back to centre.

Count 7 Continue to lift and move the back to centre, only the head is still forward.
Count 8 Lift the head to neutral centre position.

Repeat 4 times

Body Roll

Vaganova Academy
Palucca Schule
Dresden
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Jazz, Rhythm, 
Body and Soul

Introducing “modern jazz dance”
Lessons III and IV
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Modern Jazz Dance II
From 1917 on, Broadway featured tap, jazz, and popular dance steps. Among the steps
used on and off stage were the mooch, Charleston, blackbottom, and cake-walk.
Among these Broadway dancers were Earl “Snake Hips” Tucker, and Samuel Johnson
(famous for his cakewalk). Buddy Bradley, Bill Robinson, George Balanchine (On your Toes:
musical), Agnes de Mille (Oklahoma), Gene Kelly, Fred Astaire, Jerome Robbins, 
Peter Gennaro, King Rastus Brown, Bill Robinson, Nicholas brothers, Ann Miller, Jack Cole,
Alvin Ailey, Eugene Loring, Michael Kidd, and Gower Champion are a few who have 
helped develop jazz dance.

Jazz & tap dancers used body movements and a great variety of steps. Fred Astaire freed the torso, arms, 
and hands in tap dance; George Primrose was master of soft-shoe. From 1926 on, the jitterbug lindy, and
Charleston were popular especially to music by Benny Goodman.
Modern jazz dance is a relative newcomer to the field of dance developed with, and is accompanied by
jazz-music or rock and pop-music. It makes use of many types of movement found in the many different
dance forms.
One element with distinguished jazz dance from other forms of dance is the use of isolation movements.
This means that a part of the body is emphasized or moves separately from another part. For example, 
the head, shoulders or rib-cage area might move alone, or in combination with other parts of the body
which are moving independently.

For ballet dancers isolation movements feel unnatural.
Modern jazz dance has borrowed terminology and movement motifs from all the dance forms. Ballet has
contributed French terms and specific movements. Among them are plié, relevé, rond de jambe, batte-
ment, attitude, developpé, arabesque, and positions of the arms and legs.
Modern jazz dance has also been influenced by modern dance, allowing great freedom in developing tech-
niques or movements, greater use of torso, and establishing artistic goals for which the jazz-choreographer
strives.
Tapdance has contributed terms like dig, ball-change, and an emphasis upon rhythmic movement.
Modern jazz dance has taken many of the basic or traditional step patterns of folk-dance and adapted
them to various styles of modern jazz dance. Patterns such as the two-step, Scottish steps, waltz, and 
grapevine are commonly used as basic step patterns in jazz combinations.
Ballroom dance has probably made the greatest contribution to jazz dance in terms of movement patterns.
Popular dances over many decades have influenced the movements of modern jazz dance. Movement 
patterns such as the Charleston, Suzy Q, Sugar foot, Drag and the lindy were taken from dances popular
during earlier decades of last century. When Latin dances became popular, various “basic” steps were 
incorporated into jazz dance. Some of these were Cha Cha Cha, Mambo and Samba steps. 
New developments in the current fad dances like hip hop, break-dancing, street dances accompanied 
by rock-, pop- and rap music, are seen in modern jazz dance today. These new dances have contributed
rhythmic changes, hip-free torso and arm movements to modern jazz dance.

Russia Benjamin Feliksdal Vaganova-school; St. Petersburg; Russia
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Isolations of body parts
The head 
The placement of the head influences the general control and stability of the body. The head is the
heaviest part of the body for its size. Consequently neck muscles and tendons must be stretched regularly
in order to remain strong for the unique isolated manner in which the head moves in jazz. The head is the
signature for a jazz-style. 

Attitudes of the head:
• Neutral position
• Diagonal
• Profile
• Side tilt
• Release (back)
• Contract (forward)

Shoulders 
The shoulder isolation gives a specific look of jazz. This isolated movement gives the arm a feeling of
strength; the isolated shoulder has become synonymous with the style – look of modern jazz dance.

Isolation movements positions for the shoulder:
• Neutral
• Up and down
• Forward – back
• Half rotation forward
• Half rotation back
• Full rotation forward
• Half rotation back
• Push – pull

Arms 
Movement of the arm begins in the shoulder joint and the shoulder girdle.
In order to achieve this, the muscles and tendons in the arm are used in an oppositional manner which con-
stitutes a counterforce, such as movement with muscles and ligaments tightened, used to achieve the pres-
sing style of jazz arms.

Breakdown of the arm its moving parts:
• Shoulder Position
• Elbow Long jazz arm – continuous line from the shoulder
• Wrist to the fingertips with elbow lifted
• Hand Fingers are held together and palms are parallel to the
• Fingers floor

Hand and wrist 
Strong finger action requires a rigid wrist, but the most powerful wrist action can only take place if the fin-
gers are relaxed.

• Jazz hand
• Wrist circles
• Fan: fingers are clenched and open individually starting with thumb, ending with little finger. 

Fingers fan and open away from the body.

Torso 
The torso is the trunk of the body and houses the shoulders, rib-cage, spine, abdomen and pelvis.
Movement in order to be organic must begin in the abdominal area and send electric waves out through
the head, the fingers and the feet. If movement does not begin in the center of the torso, it looks and feel
mechanical. 
The emotional zone is expressed through the upper part of the torso. With the rib-cage opening and 
closing like an accordion (flexing/extension), gives the torso a living pulsing quality.

19



Rib-cage positions
Neutral or square
Release – thrust forward
Contract – concave position back
Right and left isolation – lift and place right or left

Pelvis positions
These are covered in the following section.

Bending
Table top
A position in which the body is tilted forward from the hips in a flat back position, head and back on 
a continuous straight line. The knees may be extended or flexed.

Back bend
Spine bending back, face parallel to ceiling. Arms second position, inverted long jazzarms.

Torso twist
Face profile right or left and twist rib-cage and shoulder girdle forward, arms fourth position. Pelvis
remains in profile position.

Pelvis and hip
For best possible amount of flexibility in the hip socket keep the pelvis fixed.
Ligaments that hold the hip joint to the pelvis are strong and very tough. These ligaments must be
stretched daily to keep the hip joint at maximum flexibility.

Placement Areas Pelvis / Hip
Neutral or square position: Square:
Release – (back) Contract to Neutral
Contract – forward Right side to Neutral
Side right – and left Release to Neutral
Diagonals right and left Left side to Neutral
Circles right and left

Spine
Our spines are arranged in a beautiful way-knit and woven into a very pliable column by very strong and
elastic ligaments.

The abdominal muscles and the back work to gether as a team. If stomach muscles are weak they will not
give proper support to the spine and the back may become strained and painful.

The skull, rib-cage and pelvis are all attached to the spine and are moved separately in an isolated manner.
The spine is smallest at the top (skull) and bottom (pelvis) and largest at the small of the back.

Positions
Neutral – position Side right and left
Release – forward Diagonal right and left
Contract – back Circles right and left

Legs and feet
Dancing is a locomotor skill, self-propelled mainly by the use of the legs.
Consequently, the greater power of the leg drive the greater the acceleration and energy of the dancer.
Efficiency in dancing requires the elimination of all unnecessary force, so leg movement must be quick,
accurate and precise.

20



Feet 
The foot requires great stretch and firm support since it’s function is to carry the weight of the entire body.
The toes, especially the large and powerful “big toe” are largely responsible for propulsion; they provide
the push-off movement.

Parts of the leg: Movements of the feet:
Thigh Point - stretched, arched instep
Knee Flex - bend at ankle
Hamstring Circle - rotate ankles right and left
Calf Plié-relevé position – toes and metatarsals 
Ankle Grip the floor, heels lifted high, knees flexed
Foot 

Repeat 3 times

Shoulder isolation I

Count 1 move both shoulders directly forward
And move both shoulders directly backward
2 move both shoulders directly forward
3 move both shoulders directly backward
and move both shoulders directly forward
4 move both shoulders directly backward

Repeat 3 times

Note: Do not lift the shoulder to move them freely backward and forward.

Shoulder circle:
“Rolling” the shoulders (a combination of front, up, back, down). Different muscles can be used and trai-
ned by putting the arm or arms in various positions.
The entire body is interconnected so the control of the head position in shoulder isolations is important.

Rib-Cage isolation I

Lift the rib-cage slightly to separate it from the waist.
Count 1 Lift the rib-cage directly to the right side.

2 Move the rib-cage directly to the centre-back to place.
3 Lift the rib-cage directly to the left side.
4 Move the rib-cage directly to the centre-back to place.

The rib-cage can be manipulated to move sideways, front and back, and in a circle.
The range of movement is limited. The shoulders should be held down and moved as little as possible, and
the hips held still. The rib-cage can be isolated more easily.

Isolations exercises:
Body in position of extension: feet in parallel position with the arms relaxed down.

Head isolation 
Count 1-2 Move the head forward and down and center.
Count 3-4 Move the head backward and center.
Count 5-6 Move the head to the right and center.
Count 7-8 Move the head to the left and center.

Repeat 3 times

Head isolation II
Count 1-2 Drop the head to the right shoulder so that the right ear touches the top of the 

right shoulder. And center.
2-4 Drop the head to the left shoulder so that the left ear touches the top of the 

left shoulder. Return center.

Repeat 3 times

Exercise: Source Consulted Modern Jazz Dance
Dolores Kirton Cayou
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Head isolation III

Count 1-8 Drop the head to the right shoulder then
Or 1-4 backward – drop the head to the left then drop forward.

Note: The four directions should eventually be practiced as one continuous circle, taking the head as far as
in each direction as possible.

Shoulder isolation II

Count 1 Lift the right shoulder and pull the left shoulder down 
And drop the right shoulder slightly and then immediately lift both shoulders. And down.
2-3 Lift the left shoulder and pull the right shoulder down.
And Drop the left shoulder slightly and then immediately
A lift both shoulders and down.
4

Hip isolation I
Stand in second position parallel – with the feet parallel and – slight plié in the knees – arms in long jazz-
arms positions palms direction to the floor.

Count 1 Contract the hip directly forward
And release the hip back to center.
2 Move the hip directly to the left.

Repeat 4 times Then other side.

The hips can be isolated by bending the knees. Proper placement is essential. The hips can be lifted and
lowered side to side, tilted forward and back, and moved in a circular path.
When proper movements of the various parts of the body are achieved, it is necessary to learn and master
the use of one part with another. There are endless combinations of movement possible.

Isolation is one of the basic characteristics of jazz-dance and therefore it is important that student develop
proper technique in this kind of movement.

Emphasize two qualities: 1 A smooth and continuous quality.
2 A sharp and direct quality isolation-technique leads to coordination.

The number of times each exercise should be done is only a suggestion. Isolations in other movement com-
binations like jazz-turn, jazz-walks demand practice and skill development if they are to be done well. All
the same time, there advanced exercises offer scope for expression and individual style.

Choreographic movement suggestions
1. Separate body parts: 
Each dancer should choreograph movement of individual body parts and perform these movements in suc-
cession, for example: The head circles twice; the elbow moves up and down; the left arm circles; the hip
swings forward and back to place. Such a sequence should flow freely and be uncontrived and well-coordi-
nated. Locomotor movements are to be added to the above movements. Develop a complete dance with
one or more dancers using the above type of movements.

2. Exchange of movements: 
Each dancer is to choreograph two or three movements. Then the dancers learn each others’ movements,
and one or two movements from each dancer are learned by the group. A theme sequence of movements,
developed from the combination of movements, one or two from each dancer, is set and learned by the
group. The theme sequence should be first learned in unison. Using these theme movements in any order,
the dancers then converse which each other. For a composition, perform the unison, group movements and
then the conversation movements.

3. Total body movements: 
Improvise trying to use total body movement rather than isolation movement. An example of total body
movement would be a spine roll initiating a forward run and turn. The discovered movements could be
integrated into a solo or a group dance.

4. Improvisation: 
Improvise to jazz music, employing both total body movement and isolation: “Jazz, Rhythm, Body and
Soul”.
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Modern Jazz Dance III
The many West African cultures showed a wide variety in language, character and style;
there were also many similarities. African musical concepts know very subtle and complex
rhythmical patterns. 

As opposed to European music which developed around ensemble playing and harmony of the various 
instruments, putting a strong emphasis on composition, the development of African music strongly 
concentrated on rhythm, that is to say especially on percussion instruments. Rhythmics is typical of what 
is strongly prominent here. Ever since the Middle Ages European music has remained strongly under-
developed rhythmically. South and Eastern European folk music is an exception to this, but rhythmics here
are of a far more simple nature than in West African music. Rhythmics in the West African musical tradition
are of far more complex and subtle nature. This complexity is especially expressed in polyrhythmics. 
In music, singing and dance various rhythms are executed at the same time, even in the playing or dancing
of one single musician or dancer. Polyrhythmics create rhythmical structures which may vary and in which
shifts of emphasis may be found. As opposed to that, European music is typical of polyphony, the plury-
formity of the melodious structure, represented for instance in Bach’s compositions. For a proper under-
standing of polyrhythmics we should at all times realize that we are dealing with both movement and
musical elements. Music, singing and dance are elements of one tradition. In dance polyrhythmics reflect
the principle of isolation: the separate movements of for example head, shoulders, hips or chest, etc.. this
enables us to visualize polyrhythmics. Two other important differences between European and West
African musical tradition apply to the beat and the alternation of strong and soft. In European composed
music there are accelerations and downbeats, expressing emotional changes. These variable beats are not
found in West African music. Here the various beats remain constant just as in jazz music. Also the changes
in volume, the crescendos and fadings occuring in Western music and which bring colour to the emotional
content, are hardly found in West African music. Differences in volume here are must faster, depending on
each note. A series of emphasized notes thus often forms a melody within the structure of a different
melody. This leads us to an essential difference between European and West African music: the melodical
structure. The moulding of melody in European composed music arises especially by way of harmonious
sequences of music. West African music is characterized by melodical centres or tonal zones in which one
single pitch dominates.

The origins of such a melodical structure lead us back to the central communicative function of music in the
traditional tribal culture. The melodical structure is in fact to be interpreted as a kind of musical grammar.
In this way, speaking can gradually merge into singing, dance and music.

African survival in negro jazz
The hot concept:

I Tendency to use any melody or harmonic pattern as a base for free improvisation of melody.

II Inducement of the trance- intuitive creation.
A By rhythmic repetition.
B By melodic repetition.

III Creative participation.
A Tendency to group improvisation.
B Forming a rhythmic-tonal whole by inclusion of
1 Rhythm-pattern of dancers feet.
2 Dancers singing, shouts of excitement, approval et cetera.

IV Avoidance of monotony by incessant variation.
A Rhythmic.
B Tonal.
C Melodic.

Source Consulted: Shining Trumpets
Rudi Blesh
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Floor-dance warm-ups
Rhythm- Rib-Cage Isolations
lift rib-cage to left side
then to the right side
port de bras – long jazz-arms
contract rib-cage vertebrae is rounded
release rib-cage – shoulders down
with rib-cage, don’t move the pelvis!

Body Movement
body upright – weight on right leg
tendu left efface – jazz-hands across
moving jazz-hands above head – focus forward
shift weight to left leg – moving arms downward
lay out – right arm diagonal upward – left arm to
the left side lengthening from shoulder joint
shift weight to the right leg – port de bras – 
left arm simultaneously overhead to jazz arabesque
passé parallel simultaneously jazz-hands overhead
passé parallel front with plié jazz-arms – first
position in to chest
kick side to the left
isolation right shoulder and right leg relevé
shift weight to left leg
pose; preparation for a jazz-pirouette
spiral of upper body with long jazz-arms
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Modern Jazz Dance IV
European composed music naturally has a strong programmed character, whereas folk
music is determined by strong national and social customs. The freedom for individual
expression is far greater in African musical tradition. This freedom is expressed for instance
in improvisation. Within a certain harmonic pattern there is a leeway which enables every-
one to render a contribution all of their own, in music as well as in singing and dance. This
leeway leads to dynamics. In music for instance the representation of a programmed ideal
sound is not important, unlike it is in Western composed music, but the production of a
sound of one’s own is. 

The dance –closely connected to music and singing- the following general characteristics applied:

• dancing with bent knees, with the body close to earth;
• using the entire sole of the foot which enables a fast and direct shift of bodyweight form one foot 

to the other;
• isolating within movement certain parts of the body (head, shoulders, hips, chest, etc.);
• executing at the same time various rhythms in dance and music, as well as the variation and shifts of 

emphasis within this framework (polyrhythmics and dynamics);
• the intensive coherence of music, dance and singing, which in fact jointly form one single expression;
• the individual freedom of expression which existed in the leeway for individual styles admits a certain

group style, or in different words the variegating soloing of all participants;
• a perfectly free and spontaneous union with dance and music accompanied by the individual, social, 

religious and emotional motifs which were part and parcel of dance, singing and music.

These characteristics are important for a proper understanding of the developments that have taken 
place outside of Africa. During the first period of slavery in America, the slaves managed to overcome the
often hostile tribal differences and they found each other by way of the similarity in their cultural 
traditions. In this way, despite oppression, the slaves have maintained their human dignity and created an
Afro-American culture in which they kept their identity while at the same time adapting to their new 
hostile environment. Gradually Western and American influences worked their way through African 
forms of expression, but essentially they remained African. Examples of this African oriented music and
dance are still found in South and Central America, e.g. Panama, Brazil, Cuba and Peru. Rhythmics 
and characteristic movements have developed in these countries into well-known dances such as the 
Cha Cha Cha (originating in Cuba), the Bamboula (Caribbean) and the Meringue (Dominic Republic). 
Also a great deal of Latin American music carries a strong African influence. African religious dance, music
and singing continue to live on in Voodoo ceremonies, occurring for instance in Haiti.

Palucca schule
Dresden 1982

Bonn B.R.D.
Tanzwerkstadt
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Leg and body stretches 
Port de bras

start position:
On floor with legs and arms outstretched sideways – long-jazz-arm position
weight over sitting bones; torso is held erect as exercise starts; spiral upper body to the left then port de
bras, bent forward with rounded spine as low as possible.
Without allowing buttocks leaving the floor recover to position with spiral then change to other direction
tilt forward with upper body and center with shoulder isolation right and left side.

Cuban jazz walk

Walks are done in demi-plié, legs and feet in parallel-position, step right, hip isolation left, transfer weight
to right, step left, hip isolation to right, transfer weight to left, accentuated movement while walking, 
isolations are opposite to feet, movements are sharp and accented, clean directions, head erect, pelvis
moves in sharp direction from one side to other side in this “Cuban jazz walk”.
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Modern Jazz Dance
Company 
in Holland 1983-1996

Director: Glenn van der Hoff

Djazzex 12 years in search of its identity

I admire Glenn van der Hoff, the artistic director of Djazzex, for his never ending commitment to build and
establish a modern jazz dance company in the Netherlands. Throughout the past twelve years the company
achieved continuity by funding and recognition of the government, theatres, sponsors and most of all
audiences. The company, founded by Glenn and his two sisters in 1983, started as a project for unemployed
dancers. Now The Hague not only hosts the “Nederlands Dans Theater”, but in addition “Djazzex”, a
modern jazz dance company of twelve dancers and an impressive staff with all facilities. These facts may
illustrate the firm achievements that were made during years of hard labour. Throughout the years his
artistic goals and vision how to develop the company proved not always consistent. What repertory to aim
for? ‘Jazz dance pure’ or ‘modern dance with a jazz-twist’(contemporary music) or both? What we can say
now is that the company never produced an identity-piece (on an European level) with all the main ingre-
dients of jazz, rhythm, elements of theatre, humour, drama, soul, blues and improvisation. Their latest 
programs reflected the major modern influences of the choreographers. Their movement vocabulary does
not possess strong original and innovative jazz qualities.
They often tend to copy other choreographers according to many critics. This is undoubtedly the latest
trend in dance! For the unique position of this jazz dance company, it should strive to create new original
jazz dance pieces set on original jazz compositions. Creative jazz choreographers who are willing to infuse
their background and experience with all the available jazz idiom and explore especially the ethnic origins
of vernacular dance.
Otherwise Djazzex is a multiplication of so many other companies in Europe without real originality and
direction. I suppose Glenn van der Hoff had something quite different in mind when he started his com-
pany. Jazz dance, dancing to jazz music, has its own structure and its particular framework. Key attributes
are the principle of improvisation, expression of folk culture, dancing to jazz music, themes of life and
time, the essential response to rhythm and the use of isolation body technique. This concept is extremely
important, isolations provide the most sophisticated and precise expression of emotion. Artistically
“Djazzex” needs to go back to basics to strengthen its position in the dance landscape of the Netherlands.
As a repertory jazz dance company, why not chose pieces from well-known jazz- and theatre dance choreo-
graphers who are able to assimilate the jazz dance heritage.

Soon afterwards the Company Djazzex was disbanded.

Benjamin Feliksdal
April 29, 1996
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Djazzex: disappointing flat

Performance: Stadsschouwburg Amsterdam / April 29, 1996 (International Dance Day -Unesco- )

I was looking forward to see “Djazzex” for their 12th season as a modern jazz dance 
company. Throughout the evening it became clear that the new program was not 
expressing a convincing new direction.

Djazzex is lacking course.
“Darimama” (chor.: Glenn van der Hoff / prem.: 1989 / music: Albert van Veenendaal / ±25 min.) had an eth-
nic, oriental theme. The choreographer chose a shallow interpretation of the music and offered no interes-
ting contrasts in the movements. The beginning was sort of strong and created a promising atmosphere.
Then the dancers got busy with little combinations without exploration of the theme. In the middle of the
piece a “tour de force” started with four men. The girl dancers were moving in the background. The poly-
rhythmic tempo of the music was sweeping the dancers in monotone ways through the two-dimensional
structure of the choreography.

“Cellwalk” (chor.: Glenn van der Hoff / prem.: 1994 / music: Cecil Taylor / ± 15 min.).
The music here was a perfect choice for an intriguing plot. The piece started with two females in alterna-
ting spots, dressed in sexy black velvet unitards. They created an interesting contrast with the lighting and
staging in their square-shaped spots. At once, the light was changed to a red tube-light providing the dan-
cers a different platform on which to dance. The cells disappeared and the dancers unsuccessfully tried to
communicate in an improvised way with the inspiring music of Cecil Taylor.

“Azul” (chor.: Neel Verdoorn / prem.: Dec. 1995 / music: José Louis Greco / ± 20 min.) opened with a girl
moving diagonal upstage with her back to the audience, gesturing to the wings. Her solo was like a breath
without desire. A man then entered and started a duet which was not fully developed. Suddenly the chore-
ographer decided to add dancers and props: eight multi coloured bar stools were moved several times in
changing sequences and scenes. The man’s athletic solo offered comic relief. The interactions that followed
failed to make a satisfactory conclusion to this piece about “desire, escaping and disillusioned enchant-
ment”.

Benjamin Feliksdal
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Benjamin Fel iksdal

Benjamin Feliksdal: specialized as a modern jazz dance, tap dance and ballet teacher.
After a career as a soloist and principal dancer with the Dutch National Ballet

(Amsterdam, the Netherlands) and the Royal Ballet of Flanders (Antwerp, Belgium),
he created a technique, integrating elements of jazz, ballet, ethnic, tap and

modern. In 1975 he founded the European School of Jazzdance in Amsterdam.

His guest teaching has taken him to Alvin Ailey’s American Dance Center and
the Dance Theatre of Harlem in New York, The National Institute for
Performing Arts (GITIS) in Moscow, the State Ballet School in Berlin, the
Vaganova Ballet Academy in St. Petersburg, the London Contemporary
Dance Centre, the International Teachers Seminar and Ballet Competition
in Varna (Bulgaria), Le Ballet Jazz de Montreal in Toronto (Canada/’95) and
the Moscow Chamber Ballet (Russia/’95). Member jury: International Ballet
Competition, Paris 1994, France; Concours Varna, Bulgaria 1996; Concours
Modern Dance, Vitebsk 1997-’99, Bella Russe, and other dance events.

He is the author of the books “Modern Jazz Ballet” 1984, “Jazzdance for
condition training” (dancercise) 1985, a bilingual production “Moderne

Tapdans”/“Modern Tap Dance” (2003). Feliksdal seeks to experiment with all
kinds of dance forms and techniques to develop styles and forms expressing

images and communications of our time. In 1994 he studied and developed spe-
cial fitness- and supporting weighttraining schemes in connection with dance

kinesiology for professional dancers.
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